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SEPs – important source of 
space radiation: hard to predict
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DEFINING ACCEPTABLE RISK
Currently, NASA limits its astronauts to re-
ceiving 3 percent of the estimated fatal life-
time radiation exposure. This is based on
science that says exposure to 1 sievert of
radiation increases a person’s risk for fatal
cancer by 5 percent. How many “safe days”
in space that translates to depends on the
individual astronaut’s “age, gender, prior
exposure, solar cycle and mission location,”
according to Dr. Rich Williams, NASA’s
chief health and medical officer. In an e-
mail he says, “For crew with no prior expo-
sure, the number of estimated safe days can
range from 180 to 1,600 days, for young fe-
males on deep space missions and older
males on ISS missions respectively.”

This policy limits the number of indi-
viduals who would qualify for a long-term
deep space mission, like one to Mars. “You
don’t want to send a total rookie, you want
somebody who’s been in space and knows
what they are doing, that means probably
that person already has significant expo-
sure. If you already had exposure in space
then you’re getting up to where your limit
is,” says Dr. Dorit Donoviel, deputy chief

scientist at the National Biomedical Re-
search Institute in Houston, Texas, a non-
profit institute established by NASA in 1997
to address health-related issues of long-
term spaceflight. Donoviel points out that
this 3 percent policy would preclude
women from going on a lot more missions,
because women reach their maximal safe
days in space sooner than men. That’s be-
cause women already have higher incidents
of radiation-induced cancers, and on aver-
age they live five years longer than men,
which gives more time to develop cancer.

Donoviel says one of the measures to
take to protect the crew from galactic cos-
mic radiation would be to make the trip
shorter. But so far, new propulsion tech-
nologies that would achieve that, or tech-
niques to shield the spacecraft from galactic
cosmic radiation, remain the stuff of sci-
ence fiction: “Right now there are no light-
weight solutions, in fact no ways to shield
from galactic cosmic rays,” says Donoviel.
The best solution, she says, may lie with
pharmaceuticals. 

Besides colorectal cancer risk, the
Georgetown researchers looked at the

Sources: NASA SOHO solar observatory, NASA Hubble and Chandra images

Deep space dangers
Mars explorers will need protection from galactic cosmic radiation, which researchers say would plow into cells like molecular artillery.
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Solar Particle Events
Consist mainly of particles ejected by the sun, although spaceborne atoms can be swept up, too.
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Galactic Cosmic Radiation 
(GCR) -- another source



SEPs: What are they?  

Definition:
Energetic charged particles (such as electrons 
protons and other heavy ions) traveling much 

faster than ambient particles in the space plasma, 
at a fraction of the speed of light (relativistic!).

They can travel from the Sun to the Earth in one 
hour or less!

The term “SEP” usually refers to protons.  
 



SEPs
GCRs 

(Galactic Cosmic Rays) SAA (South Atlantic Anomaly)

Ionizing radiation storms

Spacecraft Human in space

Single event effects Acute and long 
term risks

Why do we care?  

Commu and 
Nav.

Polar cap 
absorption

Also: Total ionizing dose (TID) and 
displacement damage dose (DDD) 
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SEPs: ion radiation storms 
Potentially affect everywhere in the solar system

Courtesy: SVS@ NASA/GSFC



Charged particle motion* is confined 
by the magnetic field. 

Magnetic fields guide SEPs 

This means that the 
source is very important.

*in a substantially strong B 
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Magnetic fields guide SEPs/
magnetic connectivity 
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Charged particle motion* is confined 
by the magnetic field. 
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Magnetic field lines 
are the road for 
charged particles

CMEs Can Widen Longitudinal 
Extent of SEP Events 



CMEs Can Widen Longitudinal 
Extent of SEP Events 



CME and SEP path are different

CME: could get deflected, bended, but more or less in the radial direction 

Courtesy: Odstrcil
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How Do We Monitor SEP Levels? 

Track the particle flux at different locations.
Flux units: pfu, pfu/MeV

•   Heliosphere with STEREO In-situ Measurements of Particles 
and CME Transients (IMPACT) 
•  Differential energy band; Units measured, some energy 

ranges are:  
•  Upstream of Earth with SOHO/COSTEP 

•  Units measured, some energy ranges are: 
•  Geostationary Orbit with GOES 

•  Integral flux, Units measured, some energy ranges are: pfu 
particle flux unit  

Another useful quantity: 
Fluence = flux integrated over the entire event. 

Important for biological effects (flights)

(1 pfu = 1 particle flux unit= 1/
cm^2/sec/sr)



Event magnitudes:
> 10 MeV/nucleon integral 
fluence: can exceed 109 cm-2

> 10 MeV/nucleon peak flux: can 
exceed 105 cm-2s-1

SEP Intensity 



PARTICLE SNOW! 
Coronagraph acting as particle detector 

J 

SDO AIA 131 Å + SOHO/LASCO C2
May 17 02:00 UT

SOHO/LASCO C3
May 17 03:00 UT

Flare peaked at 01:47 UT



How do we define an SEP Event? 

SWRC: SEP event detections are defined as:
GOES Proton E > 10 MeV channel > 10 pfu
GOES Proton E > 100 MeV channel > 1 pfu



How Do We Quantify an SEP Event? 



Human Safety in Space

•  GCR
•  SEP
Johnson Space Center/Space Radiation 

Analysis Group (SRAG)
Limit:  the > 100 MeV flux exceeding 1pfu 
(1 pfu = 1 particle flux unit= 1/cm^2/sec/sr) 

•  All clear (EVA –extravehicular activity)
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Can we predict SEP events?  

REleASE ModelUses detection of high 
energy *electrons* to 
predict arrival of high 
energy *protons*

Data source: SOHO 
COSTEP 
 



SEP Prediction (active region)
x2.2 flare on march 11, 2015

ASAP MAG4

ASSA



Solarscape/magnetic connectivity

C3.7 class flare
AR 11577



How Often Do SEP Events Occur? 

SEP event detections in the near-Earth environment
(GOES 13, Proton E > 10 MeV channel)

Total Events

2012
2011

2010

2007-2009: Zero Events - Solar Minimum Indeed!

Since March 2011
STEREO A: 16
STEREO B: 11

2013 (Jan-May)



Recognizing profile shapes of SEP flux and 
associating it with the source/driver



East-West Asymmetry in Solar Proton Events; Intensity Profiles at ~5, ~15 and ~30 
MeV (adapted from Cane et al., 1988)

Western event; 
S/C is well connected to solar 
event; prompt particle rise to 
peak then decay; weak shock 
flank may be encountered.

Near Central Meridian event; 
Reasonably prompt rise; Peak, 
especially at lower energies, is 
typically near shock passage. 

Eastern event: S/C is poorly 
connected to solar event.  
Gradual rise, peak near/after 
shock flank passage. 

Far Eastern event: S/C is very  
poorly connected. Gradual rise, may 
have extended duration as populated 
field lines corotate to S/C.Shock

Shock

Shock

Synthesis of observations of 235 events over 20 years.  Different intensity-time profiles are 
ordered by the varying connection to the solar event and shock. 



Impulsive: The “peak at the beginning due to flare, fall 
off” – indicates how well connected you are to the source 
(timing)



Gradual: The “jump up from flare/CME, slow rise
Then peak when the ICME passes the spacecraft”



The “slow rise then peak, (slow rise can let you 
know that you are not well connected
ICME doesn’t hit spacecraft so falls off”



The “multiple event weirdness”



July 23 flare as seen in 
STEREO A EUVI 195

Increase of more than 5 orders of 
magnitude at STEREO A
SEP event also detected by GOES, 
and later enhancement seen at 
STEREO  B (possibly due to IPS) 

July 23, 2012 
Example where is reaches one spacecraft, then later another…



For Earth – Best Connection is 45-60 degree 
west 

Energetic proton fluxes 
elevated for >12 hours

SDO AIA 131 Å

GOES-13
01:55 UT



Ground Level Enhancement 

     A subset of SEP events, a GLE 
event occurs when extremely high 
energy protons (>500 MeV/nuc) 
penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Collisions with atoms generate 
secondary particles that are 
measured at neutron monitoring 
(NM) stations on the ground.

NM Stations (http://www.nmdb.eu)

Neutron Monitoring Station  
in Oulu, Finland

Background ~105

Enhancement to 
~125



What causes strongest SEP events? 
Or, how do the drivers relate to the SEP Flux? 

Difficult to distinguish GLE 
from traditional SEP events:
-  Complexity of Active Region  (AR)

- Most young, more compact
-  Magnetic connectivity of AR

- About ~50% are well connected 
-  Magnitude of flare

-  Average X3.8, but as low as M7.1
-  Long duration

-  Magnitude of CME
- Range of speeds (~2,000 km/s average, 
but four events <1,500 km/s)

-  Seed particles
- Known to have harder spectrum

Sol 

Nitta et al. 2012 

CME-driven shocks are thought to play important role in low (<3Rs) corona 
 - Only imaged in mid-high corona (Ontiveros & Vourlidas 2009)
 - Type II radio bursts 
 - Multiple CME events – doesn’t apply for May 17 event 

Gopalswamy et al. 2012, Li et al. 2012, Mewaldt et al. 2012 



Where are NASA assets now? 

Jan 18, 2016



Where are NASA assets now? 

May 29, 2015



Orientation

East 90 

West 90 

Earth
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GOES >10 MeV

13-100 MeV STEREO B

13-100 MeV STEREO A

GOES x-ray
M2.0

VCME=1540 km/s

X1.1
VCME=1360 km/s

X5.4/2200 km/s
X1.3/1800 km/s

M6.3/CME=1125 km/s

M8.4
VCME=1500 km/s

M7.9
VCME=2100 km/s

SEP: proton radiation

Both the CME(s) and flare(s) contribute to the SEP enhancement



http://bit.ly/alert_SEP_layout

Get rid of ‘:8080’ after ‘iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov’
http://bit.ly/SEP_layout_20150316event

SEP Layout



Environment Hazards for different orbits 

Joe Mazur 


